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1.

Abstract

This is Part 1 of a 5-part working paper which examines how science and technology enabled
innovation is commercialised.
Part 1 of this paper briefly summarises the key insights from this 10-year research programme,
conducted from 2010 to 2020. Detailed analysis and discussion of these insights can be found
in Parts 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this multi-part paper.
Part 1 starts with a review of the multi-disciplinary literature which underpins much of our
thinking about how ideas are translated to create commercial impact, in the broadest sense of
the word. The literature survey covers research from seven different genres: entrepreneurship;
technology management; funding and investment; ‘conventional’ business school literature
largely based on case studies; practitioner-based approaches based on tools and methods;
specialist literature which addresses talent, leadership, and culture; and research on
customers, marketing & distribution. The differences in perspective between the different
genres serve to highlight the challenges in understanding commercialisation.
Our analysis concludes that we need a way of integrating insights from different disciplines
into a coherent narrative under-pinned by empirical data. This paper discusses the need to
reconcile three different units of analysis which are used by the different disciplines: idea,
product, and company. The approach adopted is based on product as the primary unit of
analysis, treating idea as a product pre-cursor and aggregating products into a product portfolio
to address the company level. The growth challenge is addressed directly by defining ‘new’
parameters which encompass the variables typically associated with the different genres. The
problem of heterogeneous metrics for these different growth variables is tackled by
postulating a new performative metric which defines commercialisation intensity. The
dynamics of the growth metrics are clarified by understanding the difference between ‘point’
data, ‘low frequency’ data where sampling can only occur from time and time, and ‘highfrequency’ data where it is possible to continuously track a variable.
Tackling this complex challenge requires rigorous attention to the research strategy and precise
definition of the research questions we are trying to answer. The philosophical approach used
is retroductive: the process starts with qualitative research based on questionnaires and
interviews and ends up in quantitative mode, with clear definition of the start and end points
relative to the lifetime of any concept.
In Part 2 of this paper, we discuss the development of the Triple Chasm Model, which shows
how growth can be described using the standard diffusion equation with three discontinuities
which constitute the ‘Chasms’. We then use the Triple Chasm Model to describe the maturity
of any proposition, from idea to product to company, defining the Commercialisation
Readiness Level (CRL), which subsumes the more familiar treatment based on Technology
Readiness Level (TRL).
Part 3 defines 12 meso-economic Vectors (or ‘levers’ governing growth) which build on
Schumpeter’s seminal work on the micro-meso-macro continuum, addressing the poverty of
macro-economic thinking when it comes to understanding innovation-enabled transformation.
This includes the definition of a new performative metric, commercialisation intensity, which
allows the relative contribution of the different vectors to be assessed.
In Part 4, we combine the maturity mapping based on CRL with the meso-economic Vectors in
order to describe the Commercialism Journey. We use empirical data in two different ways: to
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build a dynamic approach which enables entrepreneurs to diagnose their current status,
postulate a target destination, and to understand the gap which allows them to operationalise
their strategies and tactics; and to provide the basis for assessing the impact of external
interventions aimed at accelerating transformations, which could help intervention agencies
and investors.
Finally, in Part 5, we ‘animate’ the meso-economic Vector model to understand and model how
‘ideological’ orientation can shape the relative importance and impact of the different vectors.
In particular, we believe that this approach provides the first systematic way of tackling the
challenges described in the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, which hold the key to a
sustainable, greener world. We use empirical data to show how this approach can provide an
effective antidote to the ‘green-washing’ challenge.

2.

Introduction

The fundamental goal of this research is to understand precisely how science and tech enabled
innovation is commercialised. More precisely this can be translated into the following research
questions:
•

How do we define and measure growth?

•

What are the potential variables of growth?

•

Which variables can we use/should we use?

•

Why are these the right (best?) variables?

•

Can we generalise the results, spanning different parts of the maturity curve, different
market spaces, different companies, different products, and different actors?

•

What conclusions can we draw from these results?

•

Why are these insights important?

Given the ambitious nature of these questions, we need to start by understanding the vast
body of extant literature on the subject.

3.

Literature Review - Previous Work

Our literature review confirmed seven distinct genres of research relevant to understanding
innovation-enabled growth: while there is some overlap between these different genres, the
primary focus of research in each case can be clearly identified, which in turn drives the main
research questions, methodology, and emergent insights.
Figure 1 below summarises the seven genres; we discuss the literature associated with each
genre below but it is useful to first note the key overall features of the different genres, so we
can anticipate potential overlaps in coverage.
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The 7 Principal Genres of Research Literature
Genre

Focus

Entrepreneurship

Research on Entrepreneurial Motivation, Orientation and Drivers:
Research on entrepreneurship and innovation covers a broad range of
areas, with a strong focus on the mind-sets, motivation, and key drivers
of behaviour, but the link between entrepreneurial activity and growth
is still not well-understood.

Technology
Management

Research on Technology Management & Exploitation: Given the critical
role of technology-enabled innovation and growth, there is a significant
body of technology management literature, which explores some of the
drivers of growth, proposes road-mapping techniques and examines
exploitation readiness levels.

Investor-centric
Perspectives

Priorities and attitudes of different investor classes: There is a distinct
(but smaller) body of literature associated with the priorities and
attitudes of different investor classes, which looks at the growth
challenge from an investment-readiness perspective.

Business Strategy
Approaches (case
study based)

Output from business school research & teaching: There is a welldeveloped and articulated body of literature emanating from research
in business schools, largely characterised by a ‘case-study’ based
approach which looks in detail at the empirical evidence of growth
behaviour; most of these research insights tend to focus on more
mature or well-established companies where conventional business
metrics can be applied.

Practice-based
Tools &
Frameworks

Tools developed from case studies with growth companies; insights
achieved by focusing on a reduced number of variables: Over the last
two decades in particular we have seen the emergence of new practicebased tools and frameworks, which aim to provide practical guidance to
early-stage or growth companies by focusing on a limited set of
variables.

Human Capital
Research

Wide range of research covering leadership, talent & culture: There is a
huge body of literature focused on the ‘human capital’ associated with
growth, which includes psychodynamic models, the behaviour of teams,
leadership, and culture.

Customers,
Marketing, Sales &
Distribution
Research

Broad literature covering all aspects of taking new ideas, products, and
companies to market: This research explores distribution, marketing
and sales, with the aim of providing detailed guidance to companies,
particularly once they have established product clarity.
Figure 1. Summary overview of Research Genres

We discuss these challenges by reviewing and using the insights from these different genres,
noting the absence of an integrative approach which allows the relative importance of these
dimensions, and the overlaps, to be properly understood and judged.
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3.1.

Entrepreneurial Research

Schumpeter1 was the first to explicitly articulate the importance of entrepreneurs as the key to
the creation of growth - his work was a direct response to the continuing prevalence of the
meta-physical notion of the ‘invisible hand’ which (still) drives some macro-economic thinking.
Although there had been attempts to contrast necessity vs opportunity entrepreneurship, this
early work formed the basis for a detailed understanding of Schumpeterian Entrepreneurship,
which is the key to linking innovation and entrepreneurship as the critical starting point for
growth2. There is a significant body of literature on this subject: Block et al3 have provided a
very good summary of the empirical literature on the antecedents, behaviour, and
consequences of Schumpeterian entrepreneurship. Stephan et al4 have also reviewed the
broader research literature on entrepreneurial motivation.
It is now better recognised that entrepreneurship is a team sport (although popular stories
about the single heroic entrepreneur still abound). For example, Vyakarnam et al5 look at the
challenges faced by entrepreneurial teams.
The specific challenges of entrepreneurship in early-stage companies have been the subject of
empirical research combined with theoretical work on the theory of the company: this
research confirms the need to better understand the meso-economic environment in which
these companies operate6,7,8,9.
Not surprisingly, given the interest from business schools and management consultants, there
is a strong focus on how mature corporations can tackle the challenge of corporate
entrepreneurship but this still remains a work in progress given the need to set these questions
in a much wider context10,11,12,13,14.
Finally, there is now renewed interest in national attitudes to entrepreneurship, with broad
discussion about the importance of linking entrepreneurial orientation to value creation,
coupled with strategic investments in emerging technologies15,16.

3.2.

Technology Management

Research about technology-enabled growth first emerged in the 1970s based on lessons from
the main technology clusters in North America and Europe17,18,19 followed by insights based on
(mainly) US case studies in the 1990s20,21,22.
Early approaches to technology forecasting were grounded in Pavitt’s23 work (in the 1980s) on
building a systematic approach to technology commercialisation. This approach was extended
to look at the issues around technology transfer from IP-generating organisations24 and the
overall management of systems of innovation25 in general.
In parallel with this, new ontological approaches were developed to understand the impact of
technology on growth (including new paradigms and taxonomies) and the impact of successive
generations of technology26,27,28,29,30.
In the 1990s this work was extended to incorporate eco-system-based approaches to
technology-enabled growth, based on technology segmentation, regional approaches, and
geographic variations in policy and regulation31,32,33,34.
The last two decades have seen a concerted effort to build more integrated approaches to
technology-enabled growth by linking technology to value chains35,36. More recently, roadmapping approaches have been developed to create frameworks to explore ideas about
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industrial emergence, as technologies enable the creation of new industries37,38,39. One of the
principal challenges in tackling these new approaches has been to tackle potentially different
units of analysis and the associated metrics.

3.3.

Investor-centric Perspectives

For mature established companies there is established practice and precedent relating to the
key drivers around funding and investment. However, rigorous research-based literature is
relatively sparse when it comes to early-stage and growth companies. What we have instead is
‘perceived wisdom’ as articulated by the financial services industry.
Bhide’s review of bootstrap finance for start-ups40 is a useful starting point, as is the book on
entrepreneurial finance by Smith & Kilholm41. The more recent papers on valuation of earlystage high-tech start-ups are also useful42,43.
The recent EU publication on crowdfunding44 is a useful primer but there is very little empirical
research on the subject yet. The most useful overview of angel funding remains the book by
Osnabrugge & Robinson45. In contrast there is more research literature on venture capital, even
though it only constitutes a small percentage of all funding for growth companies. Zider’s
excellent review of how venture capital works46 published over two decades ago still accurately
describes the venture capital business model. A small number of more recent research papers
do examine the impact of venture capital, including one critical paper which suggests that
entrepreneurs should avoid this class of investment47,48,49. In the last decade, an industry
funded review which benchmarks the performance of private equity50 provides useful insights
for growth companies. The role of customer investment in driving growth has been discussed
more recently by Mullins51.
What is striking in the research literature however is the absence of any coherent comparisons
of the different options for funding and investment, and the implications of this for growth
companies.

3.4.

Strategic Corporate Approaches

There is a significant body of research, typically based on a relatively small number of detailed
case studies with more established and mature companies. Some of these insights can be very
powerful when applied to early-stage and growth companies, although the evidence of direct
applicability may be poor.
Some of this research can provide overall market-centric perspectives, covering management
theory52, product life cycles53, market dynamics54, and the balance between the role of the
state and public markets in funding innovation-enabled growth55. From a strategic perspective,
the main strands of detailed research cover positioning-based approaches (based largely on
the work of Porter)56,57,58, resource-based views (first articulated by Penrose)59, core
competences (based mainly on the research by Prahalad & Hamel)60, integrated dynamic
approaches (based on the work of Burgelman et al)61,62, and business models (based on the
approach pioneered by Teece et al)63,64,65,66.
Whilst the major management consultancies and investment banks anchor their thinking
around these approaches, there is little empirical data under-pinning the applicability of these
approaches to early-stage and high-growth companies.
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3.5.

Practice-based tools & Frameworks

The idea of a business model canvas was developed by Osterwalder and Pignuer67, partly as a
response to the perceived poverty of strategic approaches based on case studies covering
established and mature companies, which often provide limited insights into early-stage and
growth companies. It is central to what we know now as the Lean Start-up Movement,
although this was developed independently by Ries68.
The Lean start-up approach draws on the work of Krafcik69 and Ohno70 on lean manufacturing,
combined with Blank’s insights71 on customer development. The lean approach can be
summarised as a practitioner-developed, hypothesis-driven methodology that entrepreneurs
can use to develop scalable new products, business models, and enterprises. In broad terms,
the approach is best suited to relatively simple propositions where the market need can be
explicitly articulated, such as for software tools - it is less useful when looking at complex and
dynamic market spaces where the idea of ‘minimum viable product’ is harder to pin down.
There have been several attempts to develop the approach further to tackle this, for example,
the lean canvas by Maurya72.
The overall approach forms the basis for several tools on growth mapping deployed by
innovation agencies and it is widely used in a number of settings73,74,75 but it lacks the ability to
provide an integrative assessment of all the factors associated with innovation-enabled
growth.

3.6.

Human Capital Research (Talent, Teams, Culture, Leadership)

Prahalad and Hamel were the first to systematically describe the importance of having the right
core competences to support growth76; although much of their work was centred on
established corporations, their insights are particularly useful for companies in understanding
how these needs change over time. Subsequent research77,78,79 has focused on the importance
of entrepreneurial orientation, particularly in technology-enabled companies.
There has been significant research conducted over the last two decades on team performance
and management, including the use of psychometric techniques which can be particularly
useful to understand team dynamics80,81,82,83; but there is still a need to understand the
importance of team dynamics as companies grow, including the increasing prevalence of
virtual teams.
Most of the literature on leadership has historically focused on hierarchical leader-follower
models of leadership based on insights developed in mature companies84,85,86. The relevance of
these insights to early-stage companies is questionable, but Drath et al87 have proposed a new
approach based on DAC (Direction, Alignment and Commitment) which is much more useful
when understanding leadership in high-growth companies. More recent research has also
focused on the power of ‘invisible’ leadership88,89.
Greiner’s work90 in the late 1990’s was seminal in describing how patterns of evolutionary and
revolutionary growth can affect the organisational structure in a growing company; although
much of the empirical data for this research came from established companies, the detailed
treatment of growth within components of these companies provides powerful insights of use
to early-stage companies. Subsequent research has looked at the relationship between
company size and organisational structure, and changes over the life cycle91,92,93,94.
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There has been increasing interest in the culture of high-growth companies and how this can
impact their trajectories, although much of this research is still focused on established
companies95. Some of the new research, however, is starting to look at the specific challenges
in science and technology enabled companies96,97.

3.7.

Marketing, Distribution & Customer Research

There is a huge body of literature which discusses the challenges of taking new products and
services to market, most of it based on research and insights derived from more established
companies.
Kotler et al and Kerin et al provide the most systematic approach to marketing
management98.99,100, while Friedman101 and Kovac et al102 discuss ways of adapting go-tomarket systems to look at dynamic environments.
Rogers103 first proposed a diffusion-enabled model of growth. Norton & Bass104 then discussed
how diffusion theory could be applied to understand growth and this approach was
subsequently used by others105,106,107,108 to explore adoption of technology-enabled products
across different market spaces, including telecommunications and pharmaceuticals.
Mahajan et al109 reviewed the systematic application of new diffusion models to product
marketing and their suggestions for future research were followed up by work exploring supply
restrictions110 and elasticity of demand111.
The importance of market segmentation approaches and techniques has been tackled
extensively over the last two decades. Empirical studies supporting a wide range of
methodologies have been discussed by various authors112,113,114,115 with a more recent reassessment of the importance of tackling market segmentation systematically116.
Research over the last decade has looked at the importance of different customer typologies.
In particular work on the behaviour of customers has explored different ways of profiling
consumers117,118,119,120,121,122 and business customers123,124,125,126.
Various researchers127,128,129 have also built on Porter’s early work on value chains to
understand emerging value chains, which have the potential to re-shape go-to-market
strategies. The changing importance of distribution channels has been discussed by Lee130 and
Dent131, while Sawney132 has addressed branding in technology markets.

4.

The Challenge

The research literature discussed above points to the fundamental challenge in understanding
growth: very little of this research provides an integrated view of how companies actually
grow, in particular the key drivers of growth and the complexity associated with how these
drivers can impact the trajectory of growth from start-up to maturity. This difficulty is
compounded by the absence of common language and definitions because the different genres
of research emphasize different variables of interest which reflect their own priorities.
As a consequence, a systematic and structured research programme which attempts to
understand how innovation is actually commercialised needs to tackle seven key issues
discussed below.
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4.1.

Integrated Perspective

The new research programme needs to integrate the different thematic strands discussed in
previous literature to create a single unified narrative for growth, with clear definition of the
key variables accompanied by the consistent use of language, as discussed below.

4.2.

Unit of Analysis

This unified narrative starts with defining a consistent unit of analysis which is applied across
the complete growth trajectory. Unfortunately, the research discussed above uses several
different units of analysis when examining growth, including customer, product, company,
quantum of funding, headcount, valuation, revenue, gestation time, technology readiness, and
market share.
We use the term company, rather than firm to encapsulate a wide range of organisations, from
traditional companies to ‘not-for-profit’ companies.
O’Sullivan et al133 discuss the challenges associated with dealing with different growth
measures which reinforces the need to use a consistent unit of analysis if we are to measure
growth in a consistent and reliable way.

4.3.

Defining the key variables of growth

Much of the published research is hard to interpret because the main growth variables are not
clearly defined, and in many cases, the difficulty is compounded by the conflation of different
variables. This is perhaps best illustrated by the way in which business models are described,
with frequent grouping of markets with customers and pricing strategies, which are all
expressed using different units of analysis, so that the impact of specific variables is only poorly
understood, if at all. We clearly need to explicitly define the major growth variables and
address the potential conflation between different variables.
We also need to find a way of understanding and possibly showing scale invariance, so that we
can (hopefully) generalise the results.

4.4.

Dealing with heterogenous metrics

This lack of clear definition of the key variables leads directly to the problems associated with
tackling heterogeneous metrics, because the different variables are defined and measured
using different metrics, which makes it much harder to understand the relative contributions to
growth of the different variables.
We clearly need a new ‘currency’ to enable an integrated approach: in short, we need new
performative metrics so we can compare the contributions of the different variables.

4.5.

Understanding the Dynamics of Growth

Much of the current data is either static, incomplete (in the sense that is only measures a subset of the relevant variables) or based on ‘point’ measurements at different ‘state’ points. This
does not provide a strong basis for understanding the dynamics of growth.
We need to differentiate between (very low frequency) point data vs low frequency vs high
frequency data. We also need to relate these metrics to a more precise understanding of
maturity.
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In physics, mathematics and statistics, scale invariance is a feature of objects or laws that do
not change if scales of length, energy, or other variables, are multiplied by a common factor,
and therefore represent a universality. Universality is the observation that widely different
microscopic systems can display the same behaviour at a phase transition. As a consequence,
‘phase’ transitions in many different systems may be described by the same underlying scaleinvariant theory. In general, dimensionless quantities are scale invariant. Ideally, we want to be
able to deduce scale-invariant behaviour of the main drivers of growth.

4.6.

QUAL vs QUANT

Most published research on growth is based on qualitative treatment derived from (typically
well-chosen) case studies, which is less than satisfactory. These qualitative approaches can be
summarised into 3 main types:
•

Interview-based inductive approaches, best exemplified by the work of Gioin et al134. These
approaches are based on inductive studies with “qualitative rigor,” which aim to retain the
creative, revelatory potential for generating new concepts and ideas. They also assume
that inductive researchers can apply systematic conceptual and analytical discipline which
lead to credible interpretations of data and can also help to convince readers that their
conclusions are plausible and defensible.

•

Inductive-deductive approaches based on theory building from qualitative research, for
example the literature described by Eisenhardt135. Theory building from case studies
depends on a combination of two traditions: Reliance on inductive grounded theory
building, where researchers don’t start with a preconception of what relationships they’re
going to see. They may have a guess about the constructs but are fundamentally going in
open-minded. The other tradition fundamentally depends on specific case studies. A case
study is a rich empirical instance of some phenomenon, typically using multiple data
sources. A case can be about a group or an organization. There can also be cases within
cases, so one can imagine a single organization with multiple cases or a single process with
multiple temporal phases.

•

Approaches with a process focus, as exemplified by the work of Langley et al136. These
assume that there are many different approaches to data collection and analysis that can
be used to study processes. Moreover, these approaches are not necessarily better or
worse than each other; they just produce different though often equally interesting ways
of understanding the world. The strength of this approach of course depends on
understanding the different options that are available.

While these qualitative approaches have been widely deployed over the last three decades,
they are of limited value in tackling dynamic growth in volatile environments, which makes
them less useful in the rapidly changing environments which businesses now face.
We need QUANT models to describe growth based on new metrics- we discuss below how
performative metrics can form the basis for a new Quantitative approach to describing growth.

5.

The Retroductive Research Strategy

5.1.

Key Design Principles

The qualitative approaches which dominate research into how companies grow have three
main limitations:
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•

They provide a retrospective view of how companies grow, which could be described as
looking in the rear-view mirror of a moving vehicle and trying to decide future trajectories
based on views from the past

•

Any insights into patterns of past behaviour which might guide future trajectories are
based on a limited number of case studies, where any insights are not easily generalisable

•

Finally, the absence of a quantitative ontology makes it very hard to project any reliable
insights into the future.

The challenges of using even the most advanced qualitative approaches have been extensively
discussed. For example, the review paper by Gehman et al137 on the challenges of finding
theory-method fit confirms the limitations of qualitative case study-based approaches.
The overall challenges of definition associated with different methodologies have been widely
discussed over the last fifty years, but much of this debate has been conducted in silos, which
matters a great deal when understanding how ideas are commercialised, because we are
concerned with a number of disparate perspectives rooted in social sciences, including
economics and the philosophy of science. In broad terms, there are four main schools of
research strategy which we can draw on: inductive, deductive, retroductive, and abductive
strategies. Bhaskar’s seminal work138 laid the foundations of the retroductive approach: the
logic of retroduction refers to the process of building hypothetical models of structures and
mechanisms that are assumed to produce measurable empirical phenomena.
Blaikie’s work139,140, which draws inspiration from Bhaskar, provides a practical approach to
applying a retroductive methodology which we draw on here to design our research strategy.
In the language of Blaikie, we define our overall research paradigm as ‘critical rationalism’, and
we adopt a research stance of the ‘outside expert’; our ontology can be described as ‘depth
realist’, leading to research questions which are always framed as ‘what, why and how’.
Our approach to this retroductive research approach depends on a big data collection exercise
covering different industries, geographies, technologies, and different maturity of products and
companies, spanning different time frames.
The key early research decisions we needed to make concerned the primary unit of analysis:
given our instincts about how growth is best measured by customer take-up of products (all
the other metrics, such as valuation, headcount etc are secondary measures), we chose to
focus on ‘product’ as the primary unit of analysis: we dealt with early stage concepts by
treating them as ‘proto-products’; company level insights could then be tackled by treating
them as the aggregate behaviour of a portfolio of products, so that we can retain our focus an
‘product’ as the primary unit of analysis.
Based on this primary unit of analysis, we describe our methodology and discuss the number
and type of research variables, different data capture methods, and the associated metrics in
detail below.

5.2.

Unpacking the Methodology

The key design principles discussed above were applied consistently across the entire
retroductive research programme. The overall research methodology consisted of 18 steps, as
summarised in Figure 2 below. We discuss each of these steps below:
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Interview

Time-series
Data

Focus Group
Discussions

Number of
Variables

Questionnaire

Data Capture Method
Step
No

Sample Sample Sample
S1
S2
S3
No of
No of
No of
Companies Companies Companies

Process Step

1

Literature Review (7 Genres)

2

174

Define Integrated Variables (7
Genres) + Practitioner-based
Augmentation

3

4 (Customers,
Head-count,
Valuation,
Investment)

4

1 (Customer
growth over
time)

5

1 (Customer
growth over
time)

Retroductive Insights

New Models

↓
√ Q1

√

√

↓
√ Q1

√

√

√

Identify best growth predictor
variables

300

3000

Explore Customer growth for
products from different market
spaces with different types of
customer

Cumulative Customer Growth
profiles for products from
different market spaces & types
of customer

3000

Build unified growth model
based on Customer growth vs
Time

Scale-invariant view of customer
growth using concept of Cmax
and Tmax

Diffusion-based Triple Chasm
Model

Reconcile Customer Growth with Integrate customer growth model
Commercialisation Readiness
with new CRL approach and
Level
NASA TRL approach

Maturity Mapping Tool (MM)
based on Commercialisation
Readiness Level (CRL)

↓
√ Q1

√

↓

√ Q1

√

Cumulative Customers for
products is best growth
predictor (other variables
provide no consistent
behaviour)

300

300

↓
6

Growth vs
Maturity

√ Q1

√

3000

↓
7

174

√ Q1

√

3000

Define Performative Metrics

3000

Develop Meso-economic Vector
approach

Define new performative metrics
to tackle challenge of
heterogeneity

Performative Metrics

Build simplified MEV approach
based on k-means clustering;
define commercialisation
intensity

The 12-vector Model (MEV),
Commercialisation Intensity (CI)

↓
8

166, 12

√ Q2

√

↓
9

166, 12

√ Q1

√

Mapping CRL & CI vs Market
Develop simple approach to Map Spaces provides a powerful tool Innovation Eco-System Mapping
Innovation Eco-systems
to support eco-system
Tool
development

3000

↓

10

166, 12

√ Q2

√

Define Product
Commercialisation Journey

3000

Mapping CI vs CRL provides a
powerful way to define the
commercialisation journey

Commercialisation Journey Maps

↓
300

Create simplified approach to
product maturity and 12
fundamental Meso-economic
Vectors

Simple treatment of 12 vectors
enables strategic profiling

TCM Navigator

300

Develop detailed approach to
Product Intervention Strategy

Tools covering all attributes to
enable detailed diagnosis, target
setting and gap analysis

TCM Strategic Intervention
Workbench

12

√ Q2,
Q3

166, 12

√ Q2,
Q3

13

166, 12

√ Q2,
Q3

√

3000

300

14

166, 12

√ Q2,
Q3

√

3000

300

11

√

3000

↓

12

√

3000

↓
Extend product-level analysis to
Extend Product Level Analysis to
look at companies with multiple
look at Multi-Product Companies
products

Develop detailed approach to
assessing Product
Commercialisation Potential

Extended TCM Company-level
Analysis Tool

Comprehensive approach to
TCM Product Potential Profiler
assessing the commercialisation
Tool
potential based on the TCM

↓
15

166, 12

√ Q2,
Q3

√

3000

300

Develop approach to MultiProduct Portfolio Mapping

↓
16

166, 12

√ Q2,
Q3

√

3000

300

Develop approach to MultiCompany Portfolio Mapping

300

Develop treatment for
Ideological Orientation

↓
17

166, 12

√ Q3

√

Potential-based tool enable
more rigorous approach to
managing multi-product
portfolios

TCM Multi-Product Portfolio
Mapping Tool

Potential-based tool enable
more rigorous approach to
managing multi-company
portfolios

TCM Multi-Company Portfolio
Mapping Tool

Attribute-level CI scores can be
adjusted to explicitly reflect
Ideological Stance based on MEV
ideological orientation

↓
18

166, 12

√ Q3

√

300

Sustainability Stance can be
Develop Sustainability Stance for
characterised as a special case
tackling 'green' growth
of Ideological Orientation

Sustainability weighted CI
profiling

↓
19

166, 12

√ Q4

√

10,000?

Expand data set to verify model
coverage and generate new
insights

Expand, validate insights?

Enhance and extend modelling?

Figure 2. The Retroductive Research Methodology
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Step 1: Literature Review covering 7 genres
The first step in the methodology was focused on reviewing the wide range of research
literature which tackles different aspects of the growth challenge. As discussed already in
Section 2 above, there are seven distinct genres which tackle this from different perspectives
but there is no integrated account of how companies actually grow. This complexity is
manifested in a number of ways:
•

There is no clear ontology which describes the key variables of interest across all genres

•

Even within a single genre, there are few robust ontologies which describe the key drivers
of growth

•

From an overall perspective, we have to deal with 170+ independent and dependent
variables; also, the distinction between these two types of variables in not always clear

•

The absence of coherent ontologies is compounded by the wide range of metrics deployed
to describe and measure different variables; it is difficult to understand the relative
influence of variables which are measured using different ‘currencies’

•

Much of the published research relies heavily on qualitative, rather than quantitative data,
which brings its unique interpretation challenges as discussed in Section 3

•

Coupled with this qualitative bias, we have wide variations in sample sizes and the data
capture methods used to acquire information

Step 1 highlighted the need to design a new approach, which led to the use of a retroductive
research approach, as outlined in Section 5.
Step 2: Define Integrated Variables (7 Genres) Augmented by new Practitioner-based
Research
The task in Step 2 was to combine the variables suggested by the research, to parse this list of
variables, to add any additional variables suggested by the authors’ independent research over
the last three decades, and to produce a coherent list of independent variables. As Figure 2
shows, this resulted in the definition of 170+ explicit growth variables, based on the use of a
research questionnaire, focus group discussions with stakeholders and interviews with ‘expert’
practitioners well-versed in the growth challenge.
Step 3: Identify ‘best’ variables to describe growth
Having defined the full set of growth variables, the next step was to understand the key
primary variables which could best define the growth journey. This was done by applying a
number of different techniques to a ‘control’ data set S1 comprising 300 companies chosen by
the authors from companies where useful insights were already available (this enabled a more
robust approach). Four different data collection techniques were used: a detailed
questionnaire, focus groups, interviews, and finally time series data for the primary variables;
this approach to the use of time series data for each variable eventually provided the backbone
for the detailed research described in the subsequent steps.
The research data in this step confirmed that the 4 key variables to understand growth were:
cumulative customer numbers, headcount, company valuation, and the ‘quantum’ of
investment. The key finding from this step was that cumulative customer growth provided the
most reliable, consistent, and continuous measure of growth (in the words of several experts in
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the focus groups, ‘customers don’t lie, other variables such as investment and valuation can be
manipulated more easily’).
Step 4: Explore Customer growth for products from different market spaces & customer
types
This was a key step in creating a quantitative model of growth based on cumulative customer
growth, which fundamentally depended on Increasing the size of the research sample set from
300 to 3000 companies. This was done by including companies from different geographic
regions, with different customer types, a wider range of products and different ‘starting’
conditions.
The goal was to create a large volume of time-series data which could then be analysed to
understand how customer growth varies across different situations and provide the basis for
the next step which explored the creation of an aggregate model for customer growth.
Step 5: Build unified growth model based on Customer growth vs Time
This was a critical step in the overall understanding of company growth. The main challenges
were:
•

The customer data covered a disparate range of products and services across a wide range
of market spaces (or industries) across different geographies: we needed a systematic
approach to integrating this data

•

We needed to understand the different types of customers - our research identified a
refined customer typology, consisting of consumers, businesses, knowledge and affinitycentric workers, and governments. This is discussed in more detail in Part 2 of this paper

•

The customer growth data series covered a wide range of ‘starting’ and ‘ending’
conditions, based on the 3000 companies in our S2 research sample. We wanted our data
to cover the whole spectrum from zero customers (at the inception of a product idea) all
the way to the maximum number of customers achieved before a product was replaced (or
stopped selling). Given that our research looked at companies covering different parts of
the growth curve, we needed to find a way to ‘stitch’ these time series together in order to
understand the overall customer growth journey

•

This integrated view therefore depended strongly on being able to generate a ‘scaleinvariant’ view of customer growth where the overall growth pattern could be understood.
This scale-invariant view of growth depended on ‘normalising’ customer growth data using
the concept of C-max (the estimated maximum number of customers) and the time taken
to reach this T-max (the time to reach to maximum customer numbers, all the way from
inception to product replacement). This approach to producing an integrated model for
customer growth is discussed in Paper 2, where we also discuss the critical role it plays in
defining the maturity of any proposition

•

This step concluded with building a single model which describes the growth shape for any
innovative product: the Triple Chasm Model derived in Step 5 illustrated that all growth can
be described by the diffusion equation, where the diffusion parameters change across
three discontinuities or ‘chasms’.
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Step 6: Reconcile Customer Growth with Commercialisation Readiness Level
Conventional literature about science and technology innovation-enabled growth has
emphasized the importance of technology readiness level, TRL, first defined by NASA to look at
space missions. While this has subsequently been extended to include other features such as
manufacturing readiness, there is a gap in defining commercialisation readiness. In Step 6, we
combine an understanding of cumulative customer growth with research data on product
readiness to define a new metric which describes the maturity of any product from a
commercialisation perspective. Step 6 therefore provides a maturity mapping tool, based on
the data from the Triple Chasm Model. This is discussed in detail in Paper 2.
Step 7: Define Performative Metrics
Step 6 enabled us to define an explicit measure of the maturity of any product, and by
extension the maturity of any company (single or multi-product), based on the unit of analysis
discussed above-but the key problem in measuring and understanding the impact of the 170+
variables defined in Step 2 remains-we need to find a way of defining the relative importance
of these variables, which enables us to understand the key drivers of change and how they
behave. The key to this depended on the definition of new performative metrics in Step 7
based on an assessment of the relative importance of each variable and the associated
execution effectiveness for each variable. We then defined the commercialisation intensity for
each variable based on the product of the relative importance and the associated execution
score. This new commercialisation intensity metric was then used in Step 8 to build a new
meso-economic vector model for growth inspired by Schumpeter’s work on meso-economic
theory.
Step 8: Develop Meso-economic Vector Approach
This step, based on the sample S2 consisting of 3000 companies, holds the key to developing
the key meso-economic vectors or drivers of growth, which is based on ‘reducing’ the 170+
attributes, which can then be grouped into the 12 meso-economic vectors. This approach
depends on 3 key steps:
•

Applying performative metrics to each of the 170+ variables

•

Identifying the 56 key attributes based on the application of thresh-holding criteria

•

Grouping the 56 attributes into 12 vectors using k-means clustering

This step led to the definition of the meso-economic vector model of growth, based on 4
external vectors, 6 internal vectors and 2 composite (or trade-off) vectors.
We discuss this in detail in Paper 3.
Step 9: Develop simple approach to Map Innovation Eco-systems
This step, based on defining the target space for each company, combined with the
commercialisation readiness level, CRL, and the commercialisation intensity, CI, enables users
to build a map of innovation eco-systems: the map enables users to understand the overall
structure and maturity of eco-systems. This is discussed in more detail in Paper 4, where we
look at differences between different types of eco-systems.
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Step 10: Define Product Commercialisation Journey
Combining the Maturity mapping approach developed in Step 6 with the meso-economic
Vector model developed in Step 8 (using the idea of commercialisation intensity defined in
Step 7) enabled us to explicitly define the Commercialisation Journey and build
Commercialisation Journey Maps for the 3000 companies in our S2 data sample. This step
provides the basis for Diagnosis, Target Generation and Gap Analysis discussed in Steps 11 and
12 below. This is discussed in detail in Paper 4, where we also look at multi-product companies,
and explore how companies can adjust commercialisation strategies and business models
based on these insights.
Step 11: Create simplified approach to product mapping maturity vs 12 fundamental mesoeconomic vectors
The complexity of the overall analysis described here can be daunting, especially for some
early-growth companies: the Navigator provides a more accessible tool to provide a simple but
powerful analysis for internal strategic discussions. The tool is based on integrating data from
both the S2 and S3 data samples.
Step 12: Develop detailed approach to Product Intervention Strategy
The unified data set based on Samples S2 and S3 was then used to develop an approach to
intervention strategy which each company could apply at the product level: the Workbench
provides a tool that allows users to develop a Diagnostic, define the (next) Target and conduct
a Gap analysis. This is discussed in detail in Part 4 of this paper.
Step 13: Extend Product Level Analysis to look at Multi-Product Companies
This step, based on the samples S2 and S3 of 3300 Companies, looks at how the profiling tools
in Steps 8 and 9 can be extended to look at Companies (with focus on a single product or
multiple products at different levels of maturity with different growth prospects). The goal here
is to extend the unit of analysis from product to company, so we can understand the aggregate
impact on the different vectors.
Step 14: Develop detailed approach to assessing Product Commercialisation Potential
The unified data set based on Samples S2 and S3 was then used to develop an approach to
assessing the Commercialisation Potential of a product. The Potential Profiler provides a tool
that allows users to assess different attributes for each Meso-economic Vector.
The Meso-economic Vector Potentials are aggregated to form the three components of
Commercialisation Potential:
•

Market Potential comprises of the aggregate of the external vector potentials (E1-4)

•

Execution Potential comprises of the aggregate of all the internal vector potentials except
I6 Funding & Investment (I1-5)

•

Financial Potential comprises of the aggregate of I6 Funding & Investment and the
composite vectors (I6 & C1-2)

Step 15: Develop approach to Multi-Product Portfolio Mapping
This step, based on samples S2 and S3 of 3300 companies, looks at how the profiling tool in
Step 14 can be applied to compare the Commercialisation Potential of different products from
the same company, particularly the creation of a product portfolio, which may contain
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products at different levels of maturity with different growth prospects. The TCM Product
Portfolio Mapping Tool is used by companies to assess different products.
Step 16: Develop approach to Multi-Company Portfolio Modelling
This step, based on the samples S2 and S3 of 3300 companies, looks at how the profiling tools
in Step 14 can be applied to compare different companies. The TCM Company Portfolio
Mapping Tool is used by intervention agencies, investors, and larger corporations to
understand the shape of their portfolios and investment priorities.
Step 17: Develop treatment for Ideological Stance
This step depends on using sample, S3, of 300 Companies, to understand how the overall
meso-economic vectors can be shaped by ideological factors driven by macro-economic
priorities. This step, which we discuss in detail in Paper 5, forms the basis for understanding
how macro-economic policies, for example in competition and regulation, can affect growth
trajectories.
Step 18: Develop Sustainability Stance for tackling 'green' growth
We use this same new sample S3 of 300 Companies to bring a more rigorous approach to
addressing sustainability considerations (in the ESG sense of the word) - the analysis discussed
in Paper 5 provides the first real antidote to the ‘green-washing’ associated with how investors
and mainstream opinion respond to sustainability considerations, for example the ‘net zero’
challenge.
Step 19: Expand data set to verify model coverage and generate new insights?
The final step in Figure 2 shows the potential to extend this approach to much wider set of
products and Companies, beyond the 3300 Companies in the original data set consisting of
Samples S1, S2 and S3. This approach could also be used by regional and national agencies to
build a more accurate picture of innovation capacity and intervention impact.

6.

Key Insights and Models

In this Part 1 overview Paper, we summarise the key models and insights generated by the
retroductive research programme described above. Parts 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this multi-part paper
provide more detailed treatment of these results.

6.1.

The Triple Chasm Model

Figure 3. The Triple Chasm Model
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Data for cumulative customer growth for a wide range of products & services, covering a wide
range of market spaces and geographies were ‘stitched’ together, as described in the
retroductive research methodology in Section 4 above, to create a unified data set which led to
the definition of the Triple Chasm Model, which is illustrated in Figure 3 below.
This model confirmed that the growth of science and technology-enabled innovative
companies can broadly be described by the diffusion equation as postulated by Rogers103.
However, the data and the Triple Chasm model deviates from this simple view in several
important ways:
•

The simple Rogers model, which assumed a constant rate of innovation and results in the
familiar ‘S’ curve quoted by many researchers, presents a picture of growth which is too
optimistic and also wrong in some key respects

•

The Triple Chasm Model highlights that this growth curve actually consists of periods of
diffusion-driven growth interrupted by ‘chasms’ where growth stalls; and the shape of the
diffusion curves changes across these chasms, as evidenced by the changes in the diffusion
parameters ve and vi, as cumulative growth progresses

•

Linked to this is the discovery that Rogers’ 5 customer types (innovators, early adopters,
early majority, late majority, laggards) don’t really exist, but are artefacts arising from
considering the first and second ‘standard deviations’ associated with a standard ‘bell’
curve

•

Instead, the empirical data behind the Triple Chasm Model shows 3 different types of
customers, consistent with the 3 Chasms, who can be defined as follows:

•

o

Chasm I: Proto customers who support the transition from concept to prototype

o

Chasm II: Charter customers underpin the development of a functional product
with a stable business model

o

Chasm III: Mainstream customers drive the significant growth in product volumes
once Chasm II has been crossed

The Triple Chasm Model underpinned by empirical data confirms that the early stages of
growth are much slower and more difficult than perceived previously.

The details of these findings are described in more detail in Part 2 of this paper, where we also
unpack and discuss the key implications.

6.2.

Maturity Mapping, MM, based on CRL

While the primary growth metric based on cumulative customer growth provides a powerful
metric, we need to tackle the idea of technology readiness level, which has gained much
credence based on its origins in NASA’s space programme. Although the limitations of TRL are
increasingly being recognised, with additions to the (X)RL schema such as MRL (where X = M
for manufacturing readiness), we are interested here in commercialisation readiness, which we
define below in Figure 4.
In Part 2 of this paper, we discuss the relationship between CRL and TRL in detail because it can
have a profound impact on understanding the commercialisation journey.
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Figure 4. Defining Commercialisation Readiness Level (CRL)

6.3.

Performative Metrics to tackle heterogeneous variables

As discussed in the retroductive research methodology, we need performative metrics which
enable us to compare and contrast the different variables affecting growth, using common
‘currency’. The empirical research depended on defining the commercialisation intensity for
any variable, based on the following definition:
CI = R x E
Where:
CI = Commercialisation Intensity; R = Relative importance of the chosen variable; E = Execution
effectiveness for the same variable
R is measured in terms of linear scores of 0-10
E is measured in terms of linear scores of 0-10
Resulting in values of CI in the range 0-100
Figure 5 below provides an example of how the values of CI can vary for the 12 principal mesoeconomic vectors, which we discuss below. This illustrates how the concept or performative
metrics can be applied to examine changes in different variables with maturity.
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Figure 5. Application of performative metrics to the 12 meso-economic Vectors: an example
based on all 12 vectors

6.4.

The 12-vector meso-economic Vector Model

Figure 6 below summarises the meso-economic Vector model developed from the retroductive
research approach.
The meso-economic vector model consists of the following elements:
•

•

4 External Vectors, which are ‘external’ to the company or business, but can be harnessed
in order to drive commercial strategy
o

E1: Market-space definition, based on understanding and defining the marketspace-centric value chain, which governs the market in which the company
operates

o

E2: Proposition Framing, which defines where exactly in the value chain the
company operates, and the competitive forces and regulation which the company
needs to consider

o

E3: Customer Definition, which provides clarity on the customer typology and
typical customer-user ratios for the company’s product(s)

o

E4: Distribution, Marketing & Sales, which covers the different go-to-market
considerations

6 Internal Vectors, which are ‘internal’ to the company and can be actively shaped as part
of commercialisation strategy
o

I1: Technology Development & Contingent Deployment, which looks at
characterising technology more precisely and conditional technology deployment
options

o

I2: Intellectual Property Management provides a broader view, including
registered, un-registered and open-source IP

o

I3: Product & Service Synthesis, which tackles the detailed structure of any product
or service
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•

o

I4: Manufacturing & Deployment, which provides a holistic view of the
manufacture and deployment of products and services

o

I5: Human Capital which covers leadership, talent and culture

o

I6: Financial Capital which focuses on funding sources, valuation, and investment
criteria

2 Composite Vectors, which address the trade-offs between external and internal vectors
o

C1: Strategic Positioning, which tackles the strategic positioning and competitive
differentiation

o

C2: Business Models, which looks at design of specific business models, rather than
looking at archetypes.

The development of the meso-economic vector approach is discussed in detail in Part 3 of this
paper

Figure 6. The new Meso-economic Vector Model

6.5.

Commercialisation Journey Maps

The new Maturity Mapping Tool was integrated with the 12 meso-economic vectors to build a
map of the commercialisation journey. Figure 7 shows a typical commercialisation journey
based on average data for each of the 12 vectors. This showed how the average
commercialisation intensity of the Vectors changes with maturity; in particular, this highlighted
why the most difficult part of the journey lies around crossing Chasm II, where the data
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showed that the typical success rate at this point in the journey is around 10%. This is
discussed in more detail in Part 4 of this paper.
The average commercialisation intensity, based on aggregating all 12 vectors, shown in Figure 8
below, illustrates this more clearly, with a significant peak in commercialisation intensity
around Chasm II. The implications of this are also discussed in detail in Part 4 of this paper.

Figure 7. Typical Commercialisation Journey Map

Figure 8. Typical Aggregate Vector Intensity variation with maturity
Figure 8 also shows that successful companies typically display higher levels of
commercialisation intensity at all points along this journey.

6.6.

Ideological Stance based on meso-economic Vectors

The meso-economic approach to understanding company growth suggested that this
perspective could be used to understand the overall impact of ideological stance on the growth
trajectory of any company. A new sample of companies, not used in the derivation of the
building blocks, was used to test this hypothesis. This analysis confirmed that it is possible to
understand and model the impact of different prevailing ideologies on the meso-economic
drivers, which can directly control the growth of any company.
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Figure 9. Typical Impact of Ideological Orientation
Figure 9 shows how different ideological stances can re-shape the growth trajectory for the
same product. This is discussed in detail in Part 5 of this paper.

6.7.

‘Green’ Sustainability Profiling

The impact of changes driven by the UN Sustainable Development Goals can be treated as a
specific instance of ideological stance. Detailed analysis confirmed that it is possible to build a
systematic approach to the global sustainability challenge which avoids the pitfalls associated
with ‘green-washing’.
Figure 10 below shows how the changes in development priorities can be explicitly profiled
using this approach (pure commercial profile in cyan and sustainability adjusted profile in
green). This treatment and its implications are discussed in detail in Part 5 of this paper.

Figure 10. A structured approach to tackling the UN Sustainable Development Goals

6.8.

The Navigator Profiling Tool

The 12-vector model provides the basis for detailed profiling of any product but requires
detailed knowledge and understanding of the Triple Chasm Approach to create a robust
picture. We clearly need a simplified approach to building this diagnostic: this led us to the
creation of the Triple Chasm Navigator which provides a view of maturity combined with a
simplified tool to assess the relative strength of the vectors, based on a new multiple-choice
questionnaire.
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Figure 11 below shows the typical output from this tool, which was developed using the 3000
companies in Sample S2 and then tested with the 300 companies in Sample S3 (as discussed
already in Section 4).
The power of this approach derives from comparing the profile of any product (company) with
the average profile for successful companies from Sample S2. This can provide initial
‘indicative’ guidance to companies about key issues they should consider in the first instance.

Figure 11. The Navigator

6.9.

The Workbench Strategic Intervention Tool.

Based on the ability to profile companies at different levels of maturity, we designed the
Workbench, a ‘strategic intervention’ tool based on:
•

Defining the current maturity and profile: the Diagnostic view

•

Defining the maturity and the desired profile at the (next) specified level of maturity: the
Target view (not the ultimate destination but the next key point on the journey

•

Assessing the Gap between the Target and the Diagnostic, at the level of each of the 12
vectors

•

Translating this Gap to define the required Execution Plan for the next phase of growth.

Figure 12 below provides a schematic view of how this tool works: the current diagnostic,
based on a maturity of CRL=4 is shown on the left, with the associated meso-economic vector
profile; on the right-hand side we show the target maturity of CRL=7 (i.e. post Chasm II) and
the associated target meso-economic vector profile. We can then assess the gap between the
diagnostic and target, which shows the vectors which need ‘attention’.
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Figure 12. The Workbench Strategic Intervention Tool Schematic
Figure 13 below is an example of the Workbench Dashboard which provides a summary of
several aspects of a product’s commercialisation strategy including the Vision and Strategic
Positioning along with the status (completed or not) of the full toolset.

Figure 13. The Dashboard of the Workbench Strategic Intervention Tool
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6.10. Eco-system Mapping Tool
One of the challenges facing those who manage eco-systems, such as science parks, is how
they deal with heterogeneous companies covering different market spaces, different
technologies, with products at different levels of maturity.

Figure 14: The Eco-system Mapping Tool
The eco-system mapping tool based on the Triple Chasm approach enables a precise mapping
of companies covering different market spaces, with products at different levels of maturity.
This enables a better understanding of the challenges facing these companies and the different
types of support they require. Figure 14 above shows an example of the typical output from
the eco-system mapping tool.

6.11. Commercialisation Potential Profiler
Figure 15 below shows the dashboard of the Potential Profiler which provides a tool that
allows users to assess the three components of Commercialisation Potential of a product
including Market Potential, Execution Potential and Financial Potential.
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Figure 15: The Commercialisation Potential Profiler

6.12. Portfolio Mapping Tools
The ability to accurately profile the Commercialisation Potential of products and companies
based on their current level of maturity and associated meso-economic attributes provides the
basis for building a more robust view of a portfolio of products and companies. This can be
extremely useful for three different types of actors associated with the commercialisation
process:
•

Companies with multiple products in their portfolios

•

Intervention agencies providing support for multiple companies in their intervention
portfolios

•

Investors with multiple companies that they have invested in or are considering for future
investment.

Figure 16 below shows a typical portfolio map for an intervention agency, in this case a
specialist accelerator focused on several market spaces
This is discussed in more detail in Part 4 of this paper.
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Figure 16. Typical Product Portfolio Map

7.

Future Directions for Research and Development

The overall results presented in this Part 1 paper have the potential to significantly alter the
success rate for commercialising science and technology-enabled innovation. In particular
there are several key areas that should be addressed in future work:
•

We need a dialogue with key stakeholders to explore the implications of these results

•

We need to use this dialogue as the basis for a wider and deeper data collection exercise
which covers

•

o

More market spaces

o

More geographies

o

More products and companies

We need more detailed analysis on the bigger data sets based on
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o

Enlarged global database which supports continuous data acquisition

o

More automated data analysis and interpretation

o

Application of new machine-learning techniques to extract more insights with
greater statistical rigour

•

In particular, we need to do more work on exploring the implications of this research and
the emerging insights from a ‘green’ sustainability perspective

•

We need to define and execute a Commercialisation Manifesto which enables much wider
use of this research

8.
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